Time after time: inputs to and outputs from the mammalian circadian oscillators.
Oscillating levels of clock gene transcripts in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) are essential components of the mammalian circadian pacemaker. Their synchronization with daily light cycles involves neural connections from light-sensitive photoreceptor-containing retinal ganglion cells. This clock orchestrates rhythmic expression for approximately 10% of the SCN gene transcripts, of which only 10% are also rhythmically expressed in other tissues. Many of the transcripts expressed rhythmically only in the SCN are involved in neurosecretion, and their secreted products could mediate SCN control over physiological rhythms by coordinating rhythmicity in other nuclei within the brain. The coordination of clock gene transcript oscillations in peripheral tissues could be controlled directly by specific signals or indirectly by rhythmic behavior such as feeding.